We have isolated a unique fragment of the HLA-DR alpha gene and probed human genomic DNA at low stringency to search for homologous sequences. A minimum of six non-polymorphic cross-hybridizing high molecular weight fragments were found in all DNAs examined. In order to obtain molecular clones of these cross-hybridizing fragments, we constructed lambda and cosmid libraries of human DNA and screened them at low stringency with the HLA-DR alpha gene specific subclone. We have isolated clones corresponding to each of the six fragments and, in this paper, describe those which contain the gene encoding HLA-SB(DP) alpha.
INTRODUCTION
The major histocompatibility complex immune response (class II) region encodes a group of heterodimerlc cell-surface glycoproteins which are essential elements of mammalian immunity and which are implicated in many of its failures (reviewed in 1).
The polymorphic character of these gene products has allowed the functional, structural, and genetic dissection of this region.
The HLA-SB(DP) immune response subregion, originally described by Shaw and coworkers (2) , can be detected by the stimulatory effect of these antigens in primed lymphocyte cultures. Its products have been demonstrated to function as restriction elements in the presentation of foreign antigen to T cells (3) . Five alleles of SB have been demonstrated (4) and the complex has been mapped approximately 3.3 cM centromeric to HLA-DR (5) . Coincident with these functional and genetic studies, the SB subregion has been approached by molecular biologists exploiting the homology between the sequences of the genes encoding these proteins and those of the DR subregion. First cDNA (6,7), and more recently, genomic clones (8, 9, 10, 11) sharing homology with DR alpha have been isolated. Those encoding SB gene products have been identified by comparison with the amino acid sequence of Hurley et. al. (12) . This paper reports the isolation of cosmid and lambda clones encompassing over 70kb of DNA from the SB subregion including individual clones which contain pairs of complete SB \ alpha and SB beta genes. We have determined the nucleotide sequence of over 14kb of DNA encoding the SB alpha gene. This fsequence, together with that of Kelly and Trowsdale (13) , completes the sequence of the functional SB alpha and beta genes. polymorphisms between the alpha regions of the 3.1.0 cosmid clones and those of other haplotypes (8,9,10,31) further attest to the extremely limited polymorphism of the SB alpha immune response genes.
The complete nucleotide sequence of the SB alpha gene is presented in figure 2 . The overall organisation of the gene is analagous to other alpha genes with a large (3584bp) intron separating the leader peptide and first two codons of the mature protein from the tightly linked second, third, and fourth exons. Our results confirm the tight linkage of the SB alpha and beta genes, as well as the presence of several putative Figure 2 .
The complete nucleotide sequence of the HLA-SB(DP) alpha gene from the lambda clone (8+RI) including the alpha-beta intergenic region and the first exon of the SB beta gene. Letters indicate:
(a) the first exon of SB beta, as indicated by Kelly and Trowsdale (13); (b) the locations of the beta consensus sequence, the single nucleotide substitution and the beta proximal 13bp inverted repeat; (c) the analagous alpha consensus sequence, single nucleotide substitution and inverted repeat; (d) the first exon of SB alpha as determined by comparison with the cDNA sequence of Erlich (6) . A leader peptide of 31 amino acids is indicated although a shorter, 25 amino acid leader may be utilised.
As is the case for other related alpha genes, the first two amino acids of the mature protein are also encoded in this exon.
(e) indicates the position of sequences of unknown origin or function involved in a complex 27bp inverted and 19bp direct repeat; (f) the location of the second exon encoding 82 amino acids of the alpha-1 domain of the mature protein; (g) the third exon encoding 94 amino acids of the highly conserved alpha-2 domain; (h) the fourth exon encoding 51 amino acids of the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains.
The box at (i) indicates the location of the sequences sharing homology with the IgC epsilon genes (see figure 3) . The 39bp inverted repeats are indicated by the arrows. (j) indicates the position of the fifth exon encoding the 3'-untranslated region as determined by comparison with the cDNA sequence (6). The box at (k) indicates the position of a repetitive element of the Kpn family. regulatory elements, including the alpha consensus sequence (c in figure 2 ) noted by Kelly and Trowsdale (13) . This consensus sequence of 54 nucleotides is 69% homologous to a sequence located at an equivalent position immediately upstream from the DR alpha gene. Our sequence of the 2.3kb alpha-beta intergenic region is identical to that of Kelly and Trowsdale (13) likely that these sequences are involved primarily in such rearrangements, we cannot rule out the possibility that they are involved in a functional relationship between the SB and IgC epsilon genes or gene products.
In conclusion, we have described the structure and genomic organisation of the gene encoding HLA-SB(DP) alpha. The clones described, containing pairs of complete SB alpha and SB beta genes, together with the ability to obtain integration and expression of exogenous DNA in transgenic animals, will provide a favourable model system in which to study the function and regulation of the SB genes and gene products.
